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Abstract: Economic development, environmental protection and land resources are important com-
ponents in sustainable cities. According to the environmental Kuznets curve, developing countries
are prone to environmental pollution problems while developing their economies. At the same time,
as urbanization progresses, the problem of inadequate land resources and land use efficiency in
China is coming to the fore. Although China is a developing country, it began to actively implement
environmental protection measures years ago in an effort to transform itself into an innovative
country. Therefore, as an economic and policy pioneer region, can eastern China benefit from all
three aspects of land–economy–environment at the same time? Or will the increase in land economic
efficiency (Land_EcoE) and the improvement of environmental pollution occur simultaneously?
With the characteristics of land use efficiency and other concepts, this study combines economic
factors and land factors to establish a Land_EcoE evaluation system. On the basis of mapping the
spatio-temporal evolution of carbon emissions and Land_EcoE, and discussing the spatio-temporal
evolution characteristics and correlation between them initially and visually by means of geographic
data visualization, this study uses the data of 84 prefecture-level cities and municipalities directly
under the central government in eastern China from 2011 to 2017 to test the research hypotheses
from a quantitative perspective. Specifically, this study analyzes the correlation between Land_EcoE
and environmental pollution by constructing a panel regression model. The conclusions show that,
in general, the increase in Land_EcoE in eastern China is associated with the increase in carbon
emissions. For a group of prefecture-level cities with the most developed economies in eastern
China, the increase in Land_EcoE is correlated with the decrease in carbon emissions. Based on
this research, this study proposes a series of policy implications on how to promote simultaneous
economic–land–environmental benefits.

Keywords: land economic efficiency; environmental pollution; carbon emissions; sustainable cities;
eastern China

1. Introduction

Although the industrial revolution liberated human productivity, it was destined to
intensify the conflict between human development and the natural environment. The
development of industry over the centuries has brought people an abundance of material
resources, but at the same time has created serious environmental hazards. For example,
industrial water pollution induces infant congenital anomalies [1]; plastic particles have
entered the human body through the ecological cycle of land, sea and air [2,3]. The dangers
of pollution have awakened humankind to the need to protect the environment and to
promote sustainable development. In 2007, 50% of the world’s population was urban, and
by 2025 it is expected to be 60%. There is no doubt that cities will be the main carrier
of human life [4], and the construction of sustainable cities is of great importance to
sustainable development [5,6].
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Sustainable cities were first formally proposed at the Second United Nations Confer-
ence on Humanity in 1996 and have a rich connotation: social connotation [7], resource
connotation [8], economic connotation [9] and environmental connotation [10]. Sustainable
cities are one of the current research hotspots. Although the research on sustainable cities
in China started late, it has been relatively fruitful. The literature on sustainable cities
in China from the perspective of economics is distinctive. There are studies from the
perspective of scientific landscape of smart cities [11], applied case studies [12], studies
based on the perspective of eco-cities and low-carbon cities [13] and studies measuring
the level of sustainable cities [14]. In addition, there are many studies focusing on the
environmental factors of sustainable cities, such as green infrastructure and urban living
environment [15] and territorial spatial planning [16]. The environmental Kuznets curve
(EKC) was originally used to explain the existence of an inverted U-shaped relationship
between income and the environment [17,18], while scholars later extended the connota-
tion of the EKC to the interrelationship between the economy and the environment [19].
Recently, many scholars have extended its connotation to the interrelationship between the
economy and the environment. When a country has a low level of economic development,
the growth of the economy brings environmental pollution due to the scale effect [20,21].
Additionally, because industrial development requires a large amount of energy, and one
of the main sources of energy in China is carbon-based energy [22,23], this leads to the fact
that economic development in China in the past was inevitably polluting the environment.
Studies by Christmann and Taylor and Li and Gong have proved this view [24,25].

Land urbanization has a negative impact on urban eco-efficiency [26]. Thus, China’s
rapid urbanization [27,28] has left China with some hidden problems and contradictions:
between the scarcity of land resources [29] and the growing demand for urban building
land, and between the lack of land use efficiency and the growing demand for environmen-
tal protection [30–32]. Since land resources, economic development and environmental
protection are all important for the development of sustainable cities, can they all benefit
at the same time? Terrell found that economic growth can influence land use and thus
reduce carbon emissions through the EKC [33]. Pontarollo and Muñoz found an inverted
U-shaped curve relationship between land consumption and economic growth [34]. Pon-
tarollo and Serpieri discussed EKC from the perspective of urban architecture [35]. In
China, Chen examined the presence of EKC using CO2 emissions [36]. However, Wang
and Ye argued that the increase in income cannot directly reduce pollution, but it needs to
be achieved by improving energy efficiency and implementing carbon taxes [37]. There
are scholars have also focused their perspectives on cities and found that smart cities have
environmental improvement effects [38]. Liao et al. measured urban land use efficiency in
the framework of sustainable cities [39]. Dong et al. clarified the interaction between LUE,
industrial transformation and carbon emissions [40]. To some extent, these studies confirm
that the triad of economy, land and environment can benefit simultaneously. However,
there is a paucity of literature on the study of China, and their conclusions cannot be
strongly supported.

In order to study land, economy and environment in the same framework, this
study proposes and measures the land economic efficiency (Land_EcoE) index based
on the characteristics of the concepts of “economic benefit of land use” and “land use
efficiency” (LUE). Economic benefit of land use emphasizes the value of goods and services
that may be produced within a limited amount of land [41], focusing on the output
dimension. Land use efficiency integrally reflects the degree of material circulation and
energy exchange between the elements in the urban system, the overall system and the
external environment, and is a direct reflection of the realization of land value in the process
of urban economic development [42]. Based on the two concepts, Land_EcoE not only
contains the connotation of economic output, but also has the connotation of economic
rationality (economic structure dimension) and economic growth potential (economic
quality dimension).
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In fact, the Communist Party of China and the Chinese government have promptly
realized that the past crude factor-driven development model cannot meet the needs of
China’s development in the new era and that green, healthy and sustainable development
is the choice of the times. The “Ninth Five-Year Plan” period (1996–2000) put limits on
energy consumption and pollution emissions. The “11th Five-Year Plan” (2006–2010) made
environmental regulation a binding target for local governments. Innovation is the first
driving force for development. For many years, China has been actively pursuing an
economic transformation strategy towards an innovation-driven, intensive development
model. Wang et al. measured the low-carbon development quality of 259 cities in China
and found that the quality level was generally higher in the eastern region [43]. According
to the above, the synergistic development of economy–land–environment is achievable.
Then, is the synergistic development of economic–land–environmental aspects possible
in eastern China, which is the first place to go for policies and economically developed
regions [44]? Or will the increase in land economic efficiency and the improvement of
environmental pollution occur simultaneously?

Through the aforementioned literature, it can be found that: first, sustainable cities are
a current research hotspot, but in China, research on sustainable cities is relatively weak,
and research from the economic and land dimensions still needs to be improved; second,
there are abundant studies on the EKC, but there are few studies on LUE from multiple
dimensions from an economic perspective, in order to study the land economic efficiency
and environmental pollution improvement. Therefore, combining the abovementioned
realistic background and the questions raised, this study includes the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). There is a positive correlation between the increase in land economic efficiency
and the improvement of environmental pollution in eastern China.

At the same time, Chong et al. emphasize the close correlation between China’s
economy and carbon emissions [23], considering that the eastern part of China was chosen
as the subject of this study because it is the most prosperous. However, in reality, there
are still some prefecture-level cities in eastern China that are relatively less developed.
Therefore, on the basis of H1, this study further proposes the hypothesis that:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). There is a positive relationship between the increase in land economic efficiency
and the improvement of environmental pollution in the most economically developed group of cities
in eastern China.

The possible contributions of this paper are: first, with the changing situation in China,
earlier studies on the interrelationship between the economy and the environment are no
longer appropriate for the current China, and this paper complements this study. Second,
few studies have examined the relationship between land use efficiency (i.e., land economic
efficiency) and environmental improvement from an economic perspective. Third, unlike
other indicator evaluation methods, this study empowers the land economic efficiency
evaluation system with the help of the entropy method, which enables a multi-layered
discussion of what Land_EcoE is all about. Fourth, this study uses a combination of
qualitative (data visualization) and quantitative (econometric modeling) methods to make
the conclusions of the article more convincing.

The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description of the
subject of this paper and describes the methods that emerged from this study. Section 3
shows the variables involved in this study and their sources. The spatio-temporal evolution
of carbon emissions and land economic efficiency is plotted and analyzed. Section 4
describes the empirical process and results of this study. Section 5 discusses the findings of
the study. Section 6 concludes the paper and presents the policy implications of the study.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Located on the eastern edge of the East Asian continent and the western coast of the
Pacific Ocean, eastern China is the most economically developed region in China due to
its unique natural harbor cluster and geographical environment. Eastern China includes
Hebei Province, Beijing, Tianjin, Shandong Province, Jiangsu Province, Shanghai, Zhejiang
Province, Fujian Province, Guangdong Province, Hainan Province, Taiwan Province, Hong
Kong and Macau (See Figure 1). Considering the issue of data integrity and statistical
consistency, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau will be excluded from this study. Hainan
Province is also considered to be significantly less developed than the other regions and
does not meet the requirement of this study to be a prosperous region, so it is excluded.
The following is a basic description of the regions studied:
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Figure 1. Eastern China.

Hebei Province is located in northeastern China (113◦27′–119◦50′ E, 36◦05′–42◦40′ N),
surrounded by Beijing and bordered by Tianjin and the Bohai Sea to the east. Hebei Province
has a complex and diverse landscape, mainly mountainous, with a total area of 188,800 km2

as of 2020. As of 2019, Hebei Province has 11 prefecture-level cities: Shijiazhuang, Tangshan,
Qinhuangdao, Handan, Xingtai, Baoding, Zhangjiakou, Chengde, Cangzhou, Langfang
and Hengshui, with a resident population of 75,919,700. In 2020, Hebei’s GDP was RMB
3,620.69 billion, ranking 13th in China.

Beijing is located in northern China (115.7◦–117.4◦ E, 39.4◦–41.6◦ N), bordering Tianjin
to the east and Hebei Province to the west. Beijing is predominantly mountainous and
plain, with a total area of 16,410.54 km2 by 2020. As of 2019, Beijing’s resident population
is 21.536 million. In 2020, Beijing’s GDP was RMB 361.026 million, ranking 12th in China.

Tianjin is located in northern China (116◦43′–118◦04′ E, 38◦34′–40◦15’ N), is bordered
by the Bohai Sea to the east and Beijing to the west. Tianjin is dominated by plains and
depressions, with a total area of 11,966.45 km2 as of 2020. As of 2019, Tianjin has a resident
population of 15,618,300 people. In 2020, Tianjin’s GDP was RMB 140,837,300, ranking 23rd
in China.
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Shandong Province, located on the eastern coast of China (114◦47.5′–122◦42.3′ E,
34◦22.9′–38◦24.01′ N), shares borders with Hebei, Henan and Anhui as well as Jiangsu.
Shandong Province is predominantly hilly and mountainous, with a total area of 157,900 km2

as of 2020. As of 2019, Shandong province has 16 prefecture-level cities: Jinan, Qingdao,
Zibo, Zaozhuang, Dongying, Yantai, Weifang, Jining, Tai’an, Weihai, Rizhao, Binzhou,
Dezhou, Liaocheng, Linyi and Heze, with a resident population of 100,702,100 people. In
2020, the GDP of Shandong province was RMB 73,129,000, ranking 3rd in China.

Jiangsu Province, located on the eastern coast of China (116◦21′–121◦56′ E, 30◦45′–
35◦08′ E), bordered by the Yellow Sea to the east, shares borders with Shanghai, Zhejiang,
Anhui and Shandong Provinces. Jiangsu Province is predominantly a plain, with a total
area of 107,200 km2 as of 2020. As of 2019, Jiangsu Province has 13 prefecture-level cities:
Nanjing, Wuxi, Xuzhou, Changzhou, Suzhou, Nantong, Lianyungang, Huai’an, Yangzhou,
Zhenjiang, Taizhou, Suqian and Yancheng, with a resident population of 80.7 million. In
2020, Jiangsu Province had a GDP of RMB 102,719,000, ranking 2nd in China.

Shanghai, located in eastern China (120◦52′–122◦12′ E, 30◦40′–31◦53′ N), is bordered
by Jiangsu and Zhejiang Provinces. Shanghai is predominantly a plain, with a total area of
6,340.5 km2 as of 2020. As of 2019, the resident population of Shanghai is 24,281,400. In
2020, Shanghai’s GDP was RMB 387,058,000, ranking 10th in China.

Zhejiang Province, located on the southeast coast of China (118◦01′–123◦10′ E, 27◦02′–
31◦11′ N), is bordered by the East China Sea to the east, Fujian Province to the south, Anhui
and Jiangxi Provinces to the west and Jiangsu Province and Shanghai to the north. Zhejiang
Province is mainly hilly, supplemented by plains, with a total area of 105,500 km2 as of
2020. As of 2019, Zhejiang province has 11 prefecture-level cities: Zhoushan, Hangzhou,
Jiaxing, Wenzhou, Ningbo, Shaoxing, Huzhou, Lishui, Taizhou, Jinhua and Quzhou, with
a resident population of 58.5 million people. In 2020, Zhejiang’s GDP was RMB 646.13
million, ranking 4th in China.

Fujian Province, located on the southeast coast of China (115◦50′–120◦40′ E, 23◦33′–
28◦20′ N), is adjacent to Zhejiang Province in the northeast, bordered by Jiangxi Province
in the northwest and connected to Guangdong Province in the southwest and Taiwan in
the southeast. Fujian Province is predominantly mountainous and hilly, with a total area of
121,400 km2 as of 2020. As of 2019, Fujian Province has nine prefecture-level cities: Fuzhou,
Putian, Quanzhou, Xiamen, Zhangzhou, Longyan, Sanming, Nanping and Ningde, with a
resident population of 39.73 million. In 2020, Fujian Province’s GDP was RMB 434,348,900,
ranking 7th in China.

Guangdong Province, located in the southernmost part of China (109◦39′–117◦19′ E,
20◦13′–25◦31′ N), shares borders with Hong Kong, Macau, Guangxi, Hunan, Jiangxi and
Fujian Provinces. Guangdong Province is dominated by plains and hills, with a total area
of 179,725 km2 as of 2018. As of 2019, Guangdong Province has 21 prefecture-level cities:
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Foshan, Dongguan, Zhongshan, Zhuhai, Jiangmen, Zhaoqing,
Huizhou, Shantou, Chaozhou, Jieyang, Shanwei, Zhanjiang, Maoming, Yangjiang, Yunfu,
Shaoguan, Qingyuan, Meizhou and Heyuan, with a resident population of 115.21 million.
In 2020, Guangdong’s GDP was RMB 110,760.94 million, ranking 1st in China.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Entropy Method

The entropy method is one of the common composite indicator measures. The entropy
method assigns weights based on the degree of variation between variables, and the greater
the variation, the greater the weight. The entropy method has the feature of reducing
the dimensionality of variables and mitigating the presence of multicollinearity between
variables [45]. The entropy method is calculated as follows:
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Step 1. Obtain a standardized matrix of indicators (Eit,k) where eit,k is the matrix of
unprocessed indicators, i indicates the region i, t indicates the year t, k indicates the kth
indicator, with a total of K indicators.

Eit,k =
eit,k −min

K

∣∣eit,k
∣∣

max
K

∣∣eit,k
∣∣−min

K

∣∣eit,k
∣∣ (1)

Step 2. Calculate the information entropy (It,k). Calculate E′it,k by Equation (2), where
n is the total number of regions. Additionally, calculate It,k by Equation (3).

E′it,k =
Eit,k

∑n
i=1 Eit,k

(2)

It,k = −ln(n)−1
n

∑
i=1

E′it,k ∗ ln(E′it,k) (3)

Step 3. Calculate the weight matrix (Wt,k) by Equation (4).

Wt,k =
1− It,k

K−∑ It,k
(4)

2.2.2. Map Visualization of Data

Map visualization of data is a type of exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA), whose
main purpose is to present spatial geographic attributes and data information more clearly
to the reader, usually through software such as ArcGIS [46], where spatial data are embed-
ded in a geographic map. However, traditional studies of regional economics, geography
economics, etc. usually analyze data through such visualization methods, which are quali-
tative in nature and have a certain non-objectivity. Moreover, this method cannot verify the
causal relationship between the dependent and independent variables. For example, in
this study, we are only able to theorize that there is a causal relationship between economic
efficiency of land and environmental pollution improvement, and we are unable to obtain
quantitative support.

2.2.3. Econometric Model

Econometric models are able to analyze the correlation between data, the degree
of association, etc., and are the most common methods used in economics research. In
this study, econometric models are used to investigate the correlation and significance
of pollution data in relation to land economic efficiency. Econometric models can be
classified into time series regression models, cross-sectional regression models and panel
regression models, depending on the type of data [47]. As panel data are used in this paper,
a panel regression model is used. Econometric modeling is able to reflect the correlation
between variables in a holistic manner and test the research hypothesis by quantifying
them. However, it tends to ignore the unique performance of each region. For example,
in this study, we can determine the relationship between land economic efficiency and
environmental pollution improvement through econometric models, but this conclusion is
presented based on the full sample, while the specific performance of each region is not
known. This makes the study conclusions less fleshed out.

2.3. Research Idea

This study uses a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to obtain
richer and more convincing conclusions. On the one hand, this study visualizes the spatio-
temporal evolution of carbon emission and land economic efficiency to obtain preliminaries
conclusions; on the other hand, this study uses an econometric model to verify the above
conclusions from a quantitative perspective and to obtain richer conclusions. Figure 2 is
the methodological framework of the research idea of this study.
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3. Variable Design and Analysis
3.1. Explained Variable

The explained variable in this study is the environmental pollution variable, as mea-
sured by carbon emissions (Carbon) at the city level. On the one hand, with the popularity
of “carbon neutrality” and “carbon capping”, carbon emissions are undoubtedly an impor-
tant element of current social and environmental issues, and are highly representative [48].
On the other hand, China is still dominated by carbon-based energy sources [49], and using
carbon emissions can more accurately cover the environmental impact of energy factors.

3.2. Explanatory Variables
3.2.1. Core Explanatory Variable

Land economic efficiency (Land_EcoE) is the core explanatory variable in this study.
Most scholars use comprehensive indicators to measure Land_EcoE, for example, tradi-
tional data envelopment analysis (DEA), the slacks-based measure (SBM) model [50], land
and output intensity [51] and principal component analysis [52]. As a matter of course, dif-
ferent measurement methods and research objectives yield different results [53,54]. Among
them, DEA and SBM methods can measure input–output values better, but cannot show the
different dimensions of indicators better. Principal component analysis can show multiple
dimensions of indicators, but its explanatory power of different dimensions is weaker. The
entropy method is based on the degree of variation among variables to different dimensions
of indicators. The entropy method is able to explain the importance of each dimension
of an indicator and extract the maximum information from the variables. Therefore, this
study uses Matlab 2019a software to measure Land_EcoE using the entropy method.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether there is a win-win situation between
the “economy” and the “environment” in the development process of sustainable cities in
eastern China, i.e., whether an increase in Land_EcoE can improve environmental pollution.
Therefore, this study constructs land economic efficiency indicators only at the level of
economic development. Economic development generally consists of three dimensions: the
economic growth dimension, the economic structure dimension and the economic quality
dimension. Based on this, the indicator evaluation system of Land_EcoE is described as
follows (Table 1):
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(1) Economic growth. Economic growth is the basis of economic development. This
study uses GDP growth rate and industrial production intensity (gross industrial
output value above scale/land area) to measure it. GDP growth rate visually reflects
the growth rate of the region’s production capacity. The gross industrial output value
above scale reflects the level of industrial production in the region, and when divided
by its urban area, the industrial production intensity obtained excludes the effect
caused by the size of the city.

(2) Economic structure. Economic structure includes industrial structure, population
structure, etc. A reasonable economic structure is conducive to economic development.
In this study, we use the share of tertiary output (tertiary industry output value/GDP),
tertiary industry production intensity (tertiary industry output value/land area)
and employment density (urban employment population/land area) to measure it.
Tertiary industrial output reflects the development of the service sector in the region.
The development of sustainable cities leads to changes in urban functions [55], most
notably a decline in the share of secondary industrial output and an increase in the
share of tertiary industrial output over the years [56,57]. Dividing tertiary industrial
output by GDP and land area, respectively, controls for the impact of the size of the
economy and the size of the city on it. Labor is a necessary element of production,
and a city without employed people will struggle to support economic development.
In this study, we divide urban employment by land area to exclude the effect of city
size.

(3) Economic quality. Economic quality is not only reflected in the current economic devel-
opment achievements, but also in the potential for economic development of the region.
This study uses GDP per capita, R&D intensity (science and technology expenditure
in the general public budget/land area) and road density (urban road area/land area)
to measure this. GDP per capita visually reflects the average production capacity and
indirectly shows the income level of the residents, and can better measure the current
economic development achievements of the region. Innovation is the first driving force
of development and a key factor in escaping the middle-income trap. On the one hand,
science and technology expenditure reflects the importance the government attaches to
innovation development and judges whether the government’s economic development
course is reasonable [58]. On the other hand, science and technology expenditure pro-
motes innovative development and has long-term significance in optimizing production
methods, increasing production efficiency and improving product competition [59]. Ur-
ban road density is a direct reflection of the accessibility of a city. Convenient transport
is an important component of economic development and can reduce commuting times
and improve the quality of life of residents.

Table 1. Indicator evaluation system of land economic efficiency.

Core Explanatory
Variable Dimension Indicator Unit Average Weight

(2011–2017)
Impact

Ranking

Land economic
efficiency (Land_EcoE)

Economic growth GDP growth rate % 4.38% 7
Industrial production

intensity RMB 10,000/km2 22.62% 2

Economic structure

Share of tertiary
output % 3.87% 8

Tertiary industrial
production intensity RMB 10,000/km2 14.40% 3

Employment density People/km2 12.71% 4

Economic quality
GDP per capita RMB/people 7.29% 6
R&D intensity RMB 10,000/km2 24.41% 1
Road density % 10.32% 5
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3.2.2. Control Variables

In this study, the explained variable is carbon emissions and the explanatory variable
is land economic efficiency (Land_EcoE). To increase the validity of the empirical results
and to avoid endogeneity problems arising from omitted variables, the following control
variables are added: (I) Chen and Ouyang et al. both found that foreign investment
has a significant impact on environmental improvement [60,61]. Therefore, the foreign
capital utilization intensity (amount of actual foreign investment utilized/land area) is
used, controlling for the impact from abroad. (II) There is no doubt that innovation can
have a relationship with the environment [62–64]. This study uses innovation intensity
(number of non-descript patent applications/employment), controlling for the impact from
domestic innovation.

3.3. Data Resource and Processing

This study uses the eastern region of China as the sample for this study. Considering
the statistical caliber and completeness of the data, Taiwan Province, Hong Kong and
Macau are excluded from this study. Hainan Province is excluded due to its relatively
underdeveloped economy and because it does not meet the requirement of being a more
economically developed region. The initial time point for this study is set at 2011 as China
has developed and implemented a rich and stringent environmental governance policy
since the starting point of the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011). As the latest city-level carbon
emission data were only updated to 2017, the end point of this study is set at 2017. In
summary, this study uses data from 2011–2017 for 84 prefecture-level cities in eastern
China. The main data for this study were obtained from the China City Statistical Yearbook,
and all of them were from the statistical scope of municipal districts. City-level carbon
emissions data were obtained by aggregating county-level data from Carbon Emission
Accounts & Datasets (CEADs) [65]. For some of the missing data, the moving average
method was used to complete the study. Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics of the
main variables in the study. In this case, all values are in logarithmic form, except for land
economic efficiency. It can be found that the standard deviations of the variables are small
and there are no extreme values that are several orders of magnitude higher than the other
variables, indicating that the data are suitable for use in the regression model.

Table 2. Variable description.

Type Variable Unit Obs Mean Std. Min Max Label

Explained
variable Carbon emission Million tons 588 3.5417 0.6873 1.7576 5.4235 Carbon

Explanatory
variable

Land economic
efficiency - 588 1.1905 1.4061 0.1079 13.8653 Land_EcoE

Control
variables

Foreign capital
utilization
intensity

USD
million/km2 588 2.8392 1.6474 −4.8793 5.9149 Fore_CUI

Innovation
intensity

Items/10,000
people 588 4.8430 0.8303 2.4417 6.8811 Inno_I

3.4. Analysis of Spatio-Temporal Evolution of Key Variables
3.4.1. Carbon Emissions

In this section, three periods, 2011, 2014 and 2017, are taken to map the distribution
pattern of carbon emissions. These maps will provide a better picture of the spatio-temporal
evolution of carbon emissions in eastern China. In addition, carbon emissions are classified
into three classes—high, medium and low emissions—based on the “expectation ± 1 times
standard deviation” (data processed by Winsor 95%). Figures 3–6 depict the spatial and
temporal evolution of carbon emissions at the prefecture level in eastern China. It can be
found that:
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In Figure 3, the relative levels of carbon emissions in Fujian, Zhejiang and Jiangsu
Provinces have not changed at any of the three time points (2011, 2014, 2017). From
Figure 3a, we can see that the relative levels of carbon emissions in Beijing, Tianjin and
Shanghai are all at a high level and have not changed over time, with the exception of
Beijing. Figure 3b shows that the overall level of carbon emissions in Jiangsu Province is
high, with the northern part at an intermediate level, but the southern part is at a high
level. Figure 3c shows that Hangzhou and Huzhou have high carbon emissions, while
the southeastern part of Zhejiang Province has moderate emissions. Figure 3d shows
that Fujian Province has a low overall level of carbon emissions, with its relatively less
economically developed northwestern region having low carbon emissions, while its
southeastern coastal region has relatively higher carbon emissions.

In Figure 4, the overall level of carbon emissions in Hebei Province is moderate and
the relative emission levels of the other prefecture-level cities have not changed over time,
except for Lanfang where the level of carbon emissions has increased.

In Figure 5, the overall level of carbon emissions in Shandong Province is moderate,
with the western region having lower levels than the eastern region. At the same time, it
can be found that the carbon emission levels in its southeastern region (Rizhao, Linyi) are
reduced.

In Figure 6, the overall level of carbon emissions in Guangdong Province is low, where
the level of carbon emissions decreases in all directions with Guangzhou as the strongest
center. At the same time, it can be noticed that the carbon emission levels of Shantou and
Jieyang, which are located in the southeast of Guangdong Province, have increased as time
progressed.
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3.4.2. Land Economic Efficiency

Similarly, according to the method in Section 3.4.1, Figures 7–10 present maps of the
spatio-temporal evolution of land economic efficiency (Land_EcoE) in 2011, 2014 and 2017.
It can be found that:

In Figure 7a, the Land_EcoE levels in the three municipalities of Beijing, Tianjin and
Shanghai are all high, with the exception of Tianjin, which dropped to a moderate level in
2017, while the other two remained unchanged. In Figure 7b, the Land_EcoE in Shandong
Province is at a moderate level overall, with only Qingdao at “high efficiency”. In addition,
the relative levels of Land_EcoE in Shandong Province did not change as time progressed,
and the trend was stable. In Figure 7c, the overall Land_EcoE in Zhejiang Province is at
a moderate level. Among them, Quzhou and Lishui are “low efficiency” and Hangzhou
and Shaoxing are “high efficiency”. However, as time progresses, the Land_EcoE levels
of all regions in Zhejiang Province are at the “medium efficiency” stage and tend to be
homogeneous. In Figure 7d, the overall Land_EcoE in Fujian Province is at a low to
moderate level. The relative efficiency of Nanping and Longyan is low, while the relative
efficiency of Xiamen is high. Overall, the efficiency of southeastern Fujian Province is higher
than that of northwestern Fujian Province, and although there is a tendency to assimilate
towards “medium efficiency” over time, the pattern of higher efficiency in eastern Fujian
Province is still evident.

In Figure 8, the overall Land_EcoE in Hebei Province is at a moderate to high level,
with the southern and northern parts showing lower levels of efficiency than the central
regions. In addition, three regions (Baoding, Zhangjiakou and Qinhuangdao) have seen
their relative efficiency levels degrade over time, while the rest of the regions remain
unchanged.

In Figure 9, the overall Land_EcoE in Jiangsu Province is at a moderate level, with
higher levels of efficiency in Changzhou, Wuxi and Suzhou and lower levels in Suqian. It is
clear that Land_EcoE in southern Jiangsu is higher. As time progresses, the efficiency levels
of each region in Jiangsu tend to homogenize, with Suqian’s efficiency level increasing and
Suzhou’s decreasing.

In Figure 10, the relative efficiency of land in Guangdong Province is at a low to
medium level. The efficiency of Yunfu, Qingyuan, Shaoguan and Meizhou is low, while the
efficiency of Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhongshan and Dongguan is high. It can be seen that
Land_EcoE in Guangdong Province is centered on Shenzhen and radiates downwards in
all directions, reflecting the central position of Shenzhen and the “siphon effect”. As time
progresses, Land_EcoE in Guangdong does not change significantly, and three regions—
Yunfu, Qingyuan and Meizhou—are still “low efficiency”.

3.4.3. Comprehensive Discussion

The above analysis of the spatio-temporal evolution of carbon emissions and land
economic efficiency in each region shows that regions with high land economic efficiency
generally do not have low carbon emissions (for example, Figures 3a and 7a). This suggests
that even in eastern China, it is difficult to achieve better land–economy–environment
synergy. Such a conclusion contradicts hypothesis H1. However, this may not be the case
as the map analysis requires a quantitative analysis of the econometric model. Furthermore,
the study shows that the level of land economic efficiency in each region does not usually
get worse as time progresses, but rarely breaks through to “high efficiency”. This suggests
that the level of land economic efficiency in eastern China tends to be at the same level,
indirectly reflecting the fact that each region in eastern China is actually improving its own
land economic efficiency.
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4. Empirical Design and Results
4.1. Model Design

This study involves data from 84 prefecture-level cities and municipalities from
2011–2017, and therefore uses a panel regression model. Referring to the C-D production
function [66], the main regression model (Equation (5)) is developed.

lnCarbonit = α + βLand_ EcoEit + γlnControlit + εit (5)

where i denotes prefecture-level city i and t denotes year. Carbonit denotes carbon emissions,
Land_ EcoEit denotes land economic efficiency and Controlit denotes control variables, which
in this study refer to foreign capital utilization intensity (Fore_CUI) and innovation intensity
(Inno_I). εit denotes the random disturbance term.

Each region in the study has its own unique underpinnings, such as policies and culture,
and these unique attributes may change over time. Therefore, in this study, θt and σi are
added to Equation (5). θt, which can control for changes over time, represents time fixed
effects, and σi, which controls for regional idiosyncrasies, represents spatial fixed effects.

lnCarbonit = α + βLand_ EcoEit + γlnControlit + θt + σi + εit (6)

Equation (6) is used to test hypothesis H1, and this study proposes hypothesis H2
on the basis of hypothesis H1. In order to implement the process, this study constructs
dummy variables (D), where, if region i belongs to the most economically developed group
of regions in eastern China, D = 1; otherwise, D = 0. The specific equation is as follows:

lnCarbonit = α + β1Land_ EcoEit + β2D ∗ Land_ EcoEit + γlnControlit + θt + σi + εit (7)
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4.2. Regression Results

In this study, the regression of the model of Equation (6) was performed using
Stata15SE software, and the results are shown in Table 3. Table 3(I), (II) and (III) show
the regression results of Equation (6) controlling for random effects, fixed effects and
two-way fixed effects, respectively. It can be found that all three fail the 10% significance
test, indicating that there is no definite relationship between land economic efficiency and
carbon emissions in eastern China and hypothesis H1 is not valid. However, there are
regional differences in carbon emissions, and the more economically developed regions are
more “green” [44]. The essence of this study is to investigate the impact of land economic
efficiency on carbon emissions in economically prosperous regions. Although the overall
economic level of eastern China is higher than that of central and western China, there are
still some provinces and prefecture-level cities with average economic levels.

Table 3. Regression results for the spatio-temporal fixed effects of land economic efficiency *.

Explanatory Variables I II III

Land_EcoE 0.0006 −0.0008 −0.0003
Control YES YES YES

Time fixed effects YES - YES
Spatial fixed effects - YES YES

R-sq 0.3709 0.0411 0.2120
Obs 588 588 588

* indicate statistical significance at the 10% levels.

4.3. Further Analysis

In this study, the regression of the model of Equation (7) was performed using Stata15SE
software, and the results are shown in Table 4. This study screens out regions with high
economic levels in eastern China by comparing the averages of regional GDP from 2011–
2017. Two groups of regions were screened using “expectation + 1 times standard deviation”
and “expectation” as the bounds. A-group: Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Foshan, a total of eight prefecture-level cities. B-group: on the
basis of A-group, 10 prefecture-level cities, Tangshan City, Wuxi City, Changzhou City, Suzhou
City, Ningbo City, Xiamen City, Jinan City, Qingdao City, Zibo City and Dongguan City, are
added, to a total of 18 prefecture-level cities. Table 4 reports the regression results for both
groups and it can be found that the third column has the best regression effect in both A-
group and B-group. In Table 4(III), the coefficient of Land_EcoE is significantly positive,
indicating that for most regions in eastern China, the increase in land economic efficiency
promotes carbon emissions and pollutes the environment. However, the coefficients of (D_A *
Land_EcoE) and (D_B * Land_EcoE) are both negative and extremely significant, suggesting
that the cities in eastern China with the most prosperous economies have been able to reduce
carbon emissions and thus improve environmental pollution by increasing land economic
efficiency. Therefore, hypothesis H2 holds.
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Table 4. Further regression for the spatio-temporal fixed effects of land economic efficiency.

A-group
I II III

Explanatory Variables

Land_EcoE 0.0130 ** 0.0121 ** 0.0127 ***
D_A * Land_EcoE −0.0239 *** −0.0249 *** −0.0252 ***

Control YES YES YES
Time fixed effects YES - YES

Spatial fixed effects - YES YES
R-sq 0.2319 0.0622 0.2333

Obs (A-group) 56 56 56
Obs 588 588 588

B-group
I II III

Explanatory Variables

Land_EcoE 0.0133 ** 0.0132 ** 0.0138 ***
D_B * Land_EcoE −0.0229 *** −0.0251 *** −0.0252 ***

Control YES YES YES
Time fixed effects YES - YES

Spatial fixed effects - YES YES
R-sq 0.2709 0.0627 0.2332

Obs (B-group) 126 126 126
Obs 588 588 588

***, ** and *, respectively, indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels. Obs (A-group) and Obs
(B-group) refer to observations where the dummy variable is 1.

5. Discussion

This paper first discusses the spatio-temporal evolution patterns of carbon emissions
and land economic efficiency to form a basic understanding of the research content and
preliminary conclusions. On this basis, this study further verifies and supplements the
preliminary conclusions quantitatively by means of econometric models. By combining
qualitative and quantitative methods, this study aims to conduct a more detailed study of
the problem and draw more convincing conclusions. In addition, this study enriches the
findings with the specificity of the entropy method of weight assignment. In this section,
the findings of the study are analyzed and discussed in detail.

5.1. Discussions of Spatio-Temporal Evolution
5.1.1. Carbon Emissions

From spatial distribution patterns, the overall carbon emissions of coastal cities in
eastern China are higher. In 2011, among the 84 prefecture cities in eastern China, there
were 20 “low-emission” areas, 46 “medium-emission” areas and 18 “high-emission” areas.
In 2014, the figures were 21, 43 and 20, respectively, and in 2017 they were 18, 46 and 20,
respectively. It can be seen that the three categories of high-, medium- and low-emission
regions do not obviously change, with “medium-emission” regions accounting for more
than half of the overall distribution and the remaining two categories accounting for
about a quarter each. When categorized by province and municipality, we can see that
Beijing (12th), Shanghai (10th), Tianjin (23rd) and Hebei Province (13th) have higher carbon
emissions, while Zhejiang Province (4th), Shandong Province and Jiangsu Province (2nd)
have medium emissions, and Guangdong Province (1st) and Fujian Province (7th) have
lower emissions, where the national ranking of the regional GDP is shown in brackets. It
can be found that there is no strong positive correlation between carbon emissions and GDP.
However, it cannot be denied that, with the exception of the special case of Guangdong
Province, the rest of the regions that are economically developed are generally not low
in carbon emissions. Among them, Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, which are the only
municipalities directly under the central government, are ranked highly and therefore do
not affect this conclusion.
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From temporal trends, 77 regions, accounting for 91.67%, had unchanged carbon
emission levels in 2011, 2014 and 2017, while only seven regions had changed their carbon
emission levels. Of the seven regions that changed, only Beijing saw a decrease in carbon
emissions. The decline in Beijing’s carbon emissions is due to the relocation of a large
number of factories from Beijing to Hebei Province in recent years. At the same time, in
2017, Beijing launched a “coal-to-gas” strategy, using natural gas, a clean energy source, to
replace coal as the main source of energy for winter heating. The analysis in this paragraph
shows that the distribution of carbon emissions in eastern China has not changed obviously
over time.

5.1.2. Land Economic Efficiency

From spatial distribution patterns, the land economic efficiency (Land_EcoE) of coastal
cities in eastern China is significantly higher than that of other regions, but there is no
significant difference between the north and the south. In 2011, among 84 municipal
areas in eastern China, there were 18 “high-efficiency” areas, 57 “medium-efficiency”
areas and 9 “low-efficiency” areas. Similarly, in 2014, the number was 17, 57 and 10,
respectively. In 2017, it was 16, 62 and 6, respectively. It can be observed that the number
of “high-efficiency” areas is slowly decreasing, the number of “medium-efficiency” areas
is significantly increasing and that of “low-efficiency” areas is decreasing. Overall, the
number of medium-Land_EcoE areas is higher, about 70%, and the number of “high-
efficiency” areas is also significantly higher than that of “low-efficiency” areas, which is in
line with the expectation of this study when selecting the more economically developed
region of eastern China as the research target.

From temporal evolution trends, 66 regions, or 78.57% of the total, had a constant
Land_EcoE level over the three time points 2011, 2014 and 2017. There were 18 regions
where the level of efficiency changed, of which seven regions saw a decrease and 11
regions saw an increase. In addition, in 2017, for example, 12 of these 18 regions became
“medium-efficiency” areas, while only two regions were downgraded. This indicates
that the distribution of Land_EcoE in eastern China has gradually converged over time
(becoming a “medium-efficiency” region) as Land_EcoE indicators in this study are relative
indicators. This is in line with China’s development strategy of “common prosperity”,
whereby some regions get rich first and then help others to get richer, thus achieving
common prosperity.

5.2. Discussion of the Empirical Results

The aim of this study is to investigate whether the current economically developed
regions of China can achieve synergistic environmental and economic development. Con-
sidering the current low land use efficiency in China [67], the purpose of the study is
analyzing the correlation between land economic efficiency and environmental pollution
(carbon emissions). Therefore, this study establishes the first hypothesis: there is a posi-
tive correlation between the increase in land economic efficiency and the improvement
of environmental pollution in eastern China. However, the results of Table 3 show that
there is no significant correlation between Land_EcoE and carbon emissions in eastern
China. This may be due to the fact that even in economically developed eastern China,
there are still some economically underdeveloped municipal areas. Accordingly, this study
sets up a second hypothesis: there is a positive relationship between the increase in land
economic efficiency and the improvement of environmental pollution in the most economi-
cally developed group of cities in eastern China. The results in Table 3 clearly show that the
eastern regions of China, as a whole, still do not show co-development of land economic
efficiency and environmental pollution improvement. However, in the most economically
developed cities of eastern China, there is an extremely significant negative correlation
between Land_EcoE and carbon emissions (Table 4). This indicates that these economically
developed regions have achieved synergistic development in economy–land–environment,
indirectly indicating the effectiveness of China’s existing economic development plans.
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In addition, the evaluation system of land economic efficiency (Table 1) shows that
R&D intensity (24.41%) and industrial production intensity (22.62%) contribute the most
to the composite indicator of land economic efficiency, while with tertiary industrial
production intensity (13.40%) and employment density (12.71%), the total contribution
reaches 74.14%. This figure does not reflect their “importance” for land economic efficiency,
but rather implies the degree of variation between regions in the other four secondary
indicators (GDP growth rate, share of tertiary output, GDP per capita and road density)
is relatively low. Therefore, this study argues that there is a need for regions with low
land economic efficiency to pay more attention to the economic content of the first four
indicators.

6. Conclusions

In the context of the world’s call for “peak carbon” and “carbon neutral” efforts, China
is faced with the choice between economic development and environmental protection. In
addition, China’s rapid urbanization as a developing country has led to problems such
as inefficient land use. Under these conditions, the Chinese government is adjusting
its approach to development and transforming itself into an innovative powerhouse.
Therefore, after years of transformation and development, are China’s prosperous regions
able to alleviate the conflict between economy and environment? Exploring the spatio-
temporal evolution patterns of land economic efficiency and environmental pollution, and
the interrelationship between the two, is an important guide to promote the synergistic
development of land use efficiency, economic development and environmental governance.
Using data from 84 prefecture-level cities and municipalities directly under the central
government in eastern China from 2011–2017, this study measures the relative levels
of land economic efficiency through the entropy method and plots the spatio-temporal
evolution of carbon emissions and land economic efficiency to analyze the spatio-temporal
characteristics of the two. Based on this, the study further identifies the relationship
between land economic efficiency and carbon emissions through a general panel model, and
obtains some insights on how to reconcile economic, land and environmental development.

The conclusions are as follows:

(1) From 2011–2017, carbon emissions in eastern China were generally more spatially
distributed along the coast than inland, and more to the north than to the south, and
this pattern did not change over time. Only Beijing achieved a significant downgrade
in carbon emissions in 2017 due to its special strategy (“factory relocation” and
“coal-to-gas”) [68,69].

(2) From 2011–2017, the land economic efficiency in eastern China was generally charac-
terized by higher coastal than inland efficiency, but there is no significant difference
between the north and the south. At the same time, according to the number of high-,
medium- and low-efficiency areas in the three time points (2011, 2014 and 2017), the
land economic efficiency in eastern China has been changing towards “medium effi-
ciency” over time. This suggests that the differences between regions are narrowing
and that most regions were upgraded from “low efficiency” to “medium efficiency”.

(3) From Table 3, eastern China as a whole is still unable to achieve synergistic develop-
ment of land economic efficiency and the environment. However, the further findings
of Table 4 demonstrate that the 18 most economically developed cities in eastern
China (Section 4.3 for a list of these cities) have been able to achieve synergistic devel-
opment of land economic efficiency and the environment. Furthermore, according to
this study, there are four important factors that contribute to the low land economic
efficiency (R&D intensity, industrial production intensity, tertiary sector production
intensity and employment density).

Based on the above, this study can provide some inspiration for policy making:

(1) China has been implementing a sustainable development and innovation strategy for
many years, and is now seeing results. Eastern China’s prosperous region is already
moving closer to the goal of synergistic economic–environmental–land development,
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and has stepped off the path of socialist economic development with Chinese char-
acteristics. The findings of this study provide support for the validity of China’s
economic policies and environmental regulation policies.

(2) Maintain the strengths of regions with high science and technology expenditure, and
increase support for weaker regions to balance the progress of science and technology
research and development across regions. Additionally, encourage enterprises, and
fund their R&D to promote their innovative transformation and development, so as
to strengthen the overall competitiveness of the region.

(3) Promote the optimization of industrial structure and encourage and improve the
industrial transfer strategy. Optimize the industrial structure by promoting the
development of tertiary industries, and at the same time transfer some important
factories to less economically developed areas in order to promote the economic
development of the area and allow the pollution emissions to be shared by more
areas.

(4) Adhere to the policy of compulsory education without wavering, further improve the
training mechanism for all types of talents, and raise the bar for scientific research and
treatment of innovative talents. In particular, strengthen the introduction of talents
and the treatment of ordinary workers in the less economically developed inland re-
gions in order to attract the inflow of labor, promote innovation and development and
enhance economic potential. At the same time, promote cross-regional cooperation so
that wealthy regions can drive the development of less developed regions.

Prospects and shortcomings of this study include, first, that environmental pollution
problems often have spatial effects, but they have not been studied here. Second, due to
the type of data, there is still much room for improvement in the evaluation system of land
economic efficiency. Thirdly, due to the limitation of space and the research purpose, this
study only includes the prefecture-level cities in eastern China as a whole, and lacks a more
detailed study of a particular province.
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